transparency. We expect the terminal to find successful applications in a number of areas, including CAD, training simulators, and animation.
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Additional reading


Cost-effective, reliable filter solutions to RFI/EMI problems

LMI manufactures a broad line of high performance, long life power and communications line filters, filter panels, and power factor correction networks. These are now widely used in shielded rooms, data processing centers, communications centers, hospitals, ground support facilities, shielded cabinets and other secure or RF controlled areas. Our power line filters are designed and manufactured to MIL-F-15733E, UL and other specs; our communications line filters exceed MIL-STD-HBK-232. All models have standard power systems, voltages, current and frequency ratings for easy interface with circuit breakers and UL and NEC requirements.

Write or call for catalog F-300. LectroMagnetics, Inc. 6056 West Jefferson Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90056 (213) 870-9383
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